
where on the right aide a:'- %Cto+ ••• +

Proof. The integral on the right
side is

consequently we get

and error of the integral (2) and that
substituted 9iίtθ thereinto is less than
<$ Then, on account of (1) our resu-

lt follows.

Lei us substitute f
έ
ft; by partially

linear curves gut) whose corners are
9((tfr)*> $(*/«>, -ft.t, a.~,v o For an ar-
bitrarily given positive number S , we
can choose v sufficiently large such

that # ^ ^

(*) Received March 7, 1949.
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VECTOR-GROUP IN REAL EUCLIDEAN SPACE

By Tatsuo HOMMA and
Takizo MINAGAWA.

We shall describe in this paper an
elementary proof of the theorem which has
alfao been proved in this volume by Prof.
Iwamura, Messrs* M. Kuranishi and T.
Hayashlda.

We denote
 lf
free vectors" in an n-

dimensional real euclidean space R
Λ
 by

XjtyZy ..., α, by C/ , , and the corres-
ponding points in R* by the same sym-
bols, i.e., "a point x

rt
 means the point

which is located by the free vector X
starting from the original point 0 pre-
viously determined in Rw. The distan-
ce between any two points x. and ^ is
defined by the euclidean one, ,i e

o
, \x- JJ ί

We shall prove in this paper the following
Theorem and Corollary.

THEOREM. Let Γi be a real euclideart
vector-group in R

Λ
 and contain a conti-

nuum K » Then M contains the whole
straight-line through any two distinct
points of K .

COROLLARY. Let M be a real eucli-
dean vector-group in Fin and let any two
points of M be connected by a continuum
in M . Then M coincides with a real
linear vector-group*

We shall prove the theorem by the
induction with respect to the dimension-

number n of Rn . If u — 1 , the theo-
rem is evident. Suppose n > i .

LEMMA 1. Let K be any continuum
in M . We define ft' as the aggregate
of all the points X-Jj + £ , where x

?
 ij

and Z run throughout K Then K is
also a continuum in M and K « K

 β

The proof is immediate. We* are
going to prove that the straight-line
segment joining any two distinct points
α &nd 1? of K is contained in K

β
 = (K'r .

As K is connected, α and b can be
connected for any positive £ by an
β -chain with its points of joint all be-
longing to K o This chain can be repre-
sented by

where xOfc) is a continuous curve in
α$t< 1 5 with its points of joint x(^0 i
0 = te<t,<t

a
.< . . ,<t*=ίall belonging to

K &nd τhe pairts X(i) , tι g t 4 w+i ,
1 = o

f
 1, 2, ^ . m«ί are all straight-line

segments. Moreover I xίt^) - Xκti)\ < t
 s

for isθ,i
f
2.,.

M
w-i,
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Now let ftn-» be an Ctt-i) ~dimen~
sional hyperplane in Rn. through α. and
h
 9
 two distinct points of K

 β
 Than

the Rn-ί separates -r> into two closed
convex point sets Hi and H* «

LEMM& 2 There exists a line-seg-
ments- E -chain in Hi connecting & and
b with its points of joint all belong-
ing to K

1
 o

Proof* To construct this n@w β -
chain, we replace every part of the chain

t v f e v )
points of joint and

*H t, t i y <t i <t f e

by the following^ chains

for t i
v
<

v

This new chain is evidently & straight-
line-sβgments-fc-chain in Hi connecting
α and k> * and their points of joint
all belong to &' Hereafter we denote
this chain b$ UU) » <* which points of
joint am> φι)

 M φ W
 *«t us displace

this chai» ««/iί
fc
σrmly within its 6, ~nai-

gfrbourtiood so slightly into a new β*~l*-
s,*ί-chain that it remains in Ht and
no two of ita points of joint have the
seαnβ haight from the Rπ~ι except the
couple., α and b whose heights are
both z©rθo Let us introduce Into this
chain a new parameter *t so that "t is
proportional to its curve-length between
two consecutive points of joint* how
let us represent this chain by 2(t) and
let zit). have the maximum height from
the R*-\ at the unique point Zttb)
O < ib < 1

LEMM4 3
β
 For the above mentioned

chain zft) ί O ^ t ^ l , 5δ(0) ̂ OL^ £(i) =: i
there exist two one-valued continuous
real functions ±(u) and ,6(u) in
which satisfy .

t

freight from the R
H
-ι for any U,

and reciprocally. Let F be the set
of all the points (t, <b\

 9
 where

O«t£tf, tb«4<l. and 2(t) and EU)
have the sainβ height from the R

n
-»

It can easily be seen that F is a com-
pact and locally connected set* In
fact* any point of F , except {t>, i) and
(ifytb) # has for its sufficiently
small neighbourhood relative to ψ two
different straight*-line segments, where
the considered point of Γ belongs sim-
ultaneously to one end of each segment«
In other words, the relative neighbour-
hood of any point of F except the two
points, if sufficiently small, is home*
omorphic to a line segment and the point
is not on its end* As for the two. ex-
ceptional points, their relative neigh-
bourhoods are both straight-line segments
tout they lie on one end of each one*
Froas the above mentioned properties we
can easily conclude that F has a simple
chain (i e., having no loop) joining
(O

 9
 i ) and ( iψjXψ), ). &f * fc

this curve by
ϊlO) atb

O, 411) =

O <tίu) < ΐ ? , t*< dfu) < ί for o < U < 1̂

and Zίtίii)} and EίύCϋ)) have the asm*

These t(u) and A(U ) are the desired

functions.
l£Wlk 4d There exists a continuum

in K'Vi R
H
-t joining α and b

 β

Proof We can see easily that the
continuous curve xίu) a CL+U*0O) - fcttto)
lies in the R^., and there'exists
at least one poirit of K

M
 within 3t-

neighbourhood of any point oΓ the curve *
If we tend β to zero, w© can conclude

w

that the R
Λ
-s contains a curve in the K

connecting CL and b « q«e
o
d

a

The Lemma. 4 has reduced the problem to
the, case of (n~»)-dimensional space
This completes the inductipn The theo-
rem and the corollary are immediate con-
sequences of Lemma 4«

March 10, 1949.




